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2019 LAUNCH COLLECTION
Chipboard Albums
Printers Tray Album

RETAIL: 15.99

12” x 8.5” Chipboard Album
5 Pages Total
One laser cut front/4 solid chipboard pages
and three metal rings.
The Printers Tray album resembles a drawer
from an old printers cabinet that holds the
wood and metal letters to create printed
material in the old days.
NOTE: The Trinket set was custom made to
compliment the Printers Tray Album,
components are sized to fit in the laser cut
front.
Steampunk Gear Album

8” x 8” Album
6 Pages Total
One laser cut front/Two corrugated
sheets/two brown chipboard/one white
chipboard and three metal rings.
The Steampunk Gear Album is a multitextile mixed media album that has a laser
cut front with a cluster of gears.
NOTE: Gear Set is customized to fit on the
front of the Steampunk Gear Album to
create three layers of dimension.

RETAIL: 15.99

“Steampunk Dreams” Dress Form Album

RETAIL: 15.99

11” x 8.5” Album
7 Pages Total
Two Laser Cut and Etched Pages/two
corrugated sheets, 2 chipboard (various
sizes)/one custom chipboard with laser cut
and etched dress form
The Dress Form Album is the album that we
steampunk fanatics dream of, hence the
name. It is a unique combination of
textiles, laser cutting and etching to give us
a different way to create an album.

Coordinating Sets/Embellishment
Printers Tray Trinkets Set

RETAIL: 13.99

12” x 12” Chipboard Sheet
43 Total Pieces
2 pieces are laser cut and etch in wood
The trinket set was custom designed to fit
in the Printers Tray Album. A portion of the
pieces are sized to fit in the tray of the
album, some are larger for use on top or
inside the album. This set has 43 total
pieces are can easily be stand alone and use
on layouts, junk journals, cards and mixed
media projects.
Steampunk Gear Set

Approximately 9” x 8”
7 Total Pieces
One gear cluster/6 matching individual
gears that make it three-dimensional
The Gear set was customized to fit the
Steampunk Gear Album with a matching
cluster and individual gears to make three
levels of dimension when finished. This
product is great stand alone in any project
as well.

RETAIL: 9.99

Wings
Wicked Wings- Large

RETAIL: 13.99

Chipboard Wings 11” tall wings laser cut on
a 12” 12” chipboard piece.
These wings were created to be used on
paper mache dress forms and other large
mixed media projects. Sturdy chipboard.

Wicked Wings- Small

RETAIL: 9.99

Chipboard wings 7” tall wings
These are a smaller version of the large
wings, great for journals and smaller
projects.

Vintage Sets
Vintage Dress Up Set

Remember the old paper doll sets? This is
our version, vintage style. Retro chipboard
dresses and knickers that go on a wood
dress form.

RETAIL: 13.99

Alpha Numeric Set

RETAIL: 9.99

11.5” x 7” Chipboard Alphabet and Numeral
Set
My very favorite font done with plenty of
letters and numbers all in one place! This
huge sheet will last through many projects.

Bricks

RETAIL: 7.99

You just cant have a textured background
without incorporating the timeless brick
pattern. This set has bricks that are cut out
and solid bricks for two different effects.
One side is white chipboard and the other
natural, giving you even more options.

Vintage Fun Pieces & Small Sets
Vintage Wood Dress Form

8” tall dress form custom laser cut and
etched on Baltic Birch.
The perfect size for any Steampunk or
Vintage project, the cover of a junk journal.
The possibilities are endless.

RETAIL: 4.99

Vintage Chipboard Dress Form

RETAIL: 3.99

8” tall dress form custom laser cut and
etched on chipboard.
The perfect size for any Steampunk or
Vintage project, the cover of a junk journal.
The possibilities are endless.

Vintage Wood Hangers

RETAIL: 3.99

Hangers are approximately 2” wide x 1” tall.
These were created to put paper dresses or
real doll dresses for mixed media projects.
They are fashioned after real vintage
hangers.

Vintage Wood Hangers

Hangers are approximately 3.5” wide x 2”
tall
These were created to put paper dresses or
real doll dresses for mixed media projects.
They are fashioned after real vintage
hangers and these ones are made larger for
bigger projects.

RETAIL: 4.99

Pipe Dreams Small

RETAIL: 3.99

5.5” x 3” approximate size
14 Total Pieces
I love industrial and its doesn’t get more
industrial then a set of pipes, water valves
and a gauge! These are miniature version
of the large set.

Pipe Dreams Large

RETAIL: 5.99

9.5” x 5.5” Chipboard Sheet
14 Total Pieces

I love industrial and its doesn’t get more
industrial then a set of pipes, water valves
and a gauge!
This is the large set.

CANVAS COLLECTION
{ a vintage girl} Big Canvas Tote
I have been waiting nine years for this tote, it was a dream long
ago that is now ready for you to have as your own. This oversize
tote can handle a lot of crafty goodness and other goodies.
It has a flat bottom so it will sit upright, nice sturdy 28” handles.
Measurements
19” tall x 17” tall

RETAIL: 19.99

{a vintage girl} 16” x 16” Pillow Cover
Who doesn’t love pillows on their couches, beds and lounge areas.
Why not show your vintage love with our 16” x 16” pillow cover. It
has an opening on the back to slide your pillow right in and holds it
securely.
Quality canvas that is washable, and feels nice to the touch.
RETAIL: 19.99

{a vintage girl} Apron
This apron has a burlap trim on the top and bottom as well as the
top of the two deep pockets. Quality canvas and a great length for
crafters and others with nice long ties.
Measurements:
36” length x 22” wide.
Two pockets: 8.5” length x 7” wide
RETAIL: 26.99

Hometown & Main 12” x 12” Paper Collection
Each pad includes a printed canvas and corrugated cardboard and
two of each papers.
A collection of backgrounds using photos of vintage buildings from
Virginia City, Nevada, Savage Mill, Maryland and my hometown of
Grants Pass, Oregon.
RETAIL: 24.99
8” x 8” Paper Pad COMING SOON!
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ORDER FORM
Name: ______________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________
Fax: _________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________

QTY

PRODUCT

⃝ CASH ⃝ CHECK ⃝ CREDIT CARD ⃝ PAYPAL
CC # ___________________________________________
Exp. Date: ______________ 3 or 4 digit ______________
Circle One: VISA MCARD DISCOVER AMEX
Email for Paypal Invoice:
Thank you for shopping with us.

PRICE EA

TOTAL PRICE

SUBTOTAL ___________________________
SHIPPING _________________________
(calculated upon processing, best rate unless otherwise specified)

TOTAL ___________________________

